A method and device for recording data of a terminal are disclosed. The method includes: setting a relation condition list for triggering recording among function modules, and setting a corresponding random probability generator for each function module; determining whether to start recording data, and whether to end the data recording operation in accordance with the relation condition list or the random probability generator, during the operation process of each function module; and sending the respective data packets obtained by recording to a data management module for storage after the data record operation of each function module is ended. By adopting the method and device, fuzzy recording can be performed on data of the terminal, and data of different function modules can be stored centrally, and a query operation is simplified.
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201. The recording state of the call control module is the recording idle state.

202. Determining whether to start recording data in accordance with the random probability generator:
   - No
   - Yes

203. Storing data of call connection event by the call control module.

204. Determining whether to end the data recording in accordance with the random probability generator:
   - No
   - Yes

205. Ending recording by the call control module and sending the data packets obtained by recording to the data management module for storage.
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR RECORDING
DATA OF TERMINAL

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the data recording technology in
the data monitoring field, and in particular to a method
and device for recording data of a terminal.

BACKGROUND

Along with the rapid development of the modern
communication technology and communication networks,
terminals carried by people become the frequently-used life
tools. Many activities performed by people are inseparable
from terminals, so the most direct way to learn about a
person is to get to know what the person does with a
terminal, such as, making a call, receiving and sending a
message, downloading information and the like. For
example, if the parents want to know what their children
have done in a day, they can query the call records or the
records of the received/sent messages in the terminals. The
query means that each function module of the terminal plays
back the previous records and shows the previous records to
the user who initiates the query.

The premise of the query operation is that the terminal
needs to record relevant data involved in the operations
performed by the terminal user. The existing recording
method is as follows: if the user makes a call, a call module
records the data, such as the specific time of the call, the
talk duration and the like, and finally generates a call record;
and if the user receives and sends short messages, then the
data, such as the content and time of the received/sent short
message are recorded and stored in a short message box.

The above-mentioned recording method has certain dis-
advantages as follows: firstly, the contents recorded by the
function modules are too detailed; taking the short message
record as an example, when the parents query the short
messages of the children, they not only know about the
information of the short message sender/receiver and the
time when the short message were received/sent, but also
thoroughly know the specific contents of the short messages;
however, the short message contents may involve the pri-
vacy of children, and the children do not wish their parents
to know in detail; in addition, a function module only
records a single kind of content, since different function
modules of the terminal can only record their own service
data, to know about the activities of a terminal user com-
prehensively, one can only rely on viewing the operation
records of each function module of the terminal respectively,
thus the operation is troublesome, which wastes a lot of time
of the terminal monitoring side.

SUMMARY

In view of the above, the main purpose of the disclosure
is to provide a method and device for recording data of a
terminal, which can perform a fuzzy recording of data of the
terminal, data of different function modules can be stored
centrally, and a query operation is simplified.

In order to achieve the above purpose, the technical
solution of the disclosure is realized as follows.

The disclosure provides a method for recording data of a
terminal, the method includes: setting a relation condition
list for triggering recording among function modules; and
setting a corresponding random probability generator for
each function module; the method further includes:

- determining whether to start recording data, and whether
to end data recording operation in accordance with the
  relation condition list or the random probability generator,
during operation process of each function module; and

- sending, by each function module, respective data packets
  obtained by recording to a data management module for
  storage after the data recording operation of each function
  module is ended.

Wherein the relation condition list for triggering record-
ing may be of single-way triggering or bidirectional mutual
triggering.

Wherein, generating, by each function module, serial
numbers corresponding to data packets formed from respec-
tive data, during the data recording process; wherein, the
serial number may include a group serial number and an
identifier corresponding to each function module.

Wherein the data packet sent from each function module
to the data management module may include a respective
generated serial number.

- wherein the data management module storing the data
  packets sent by each function module may include:
    - archiving centrally respective data packets according to
      the group serial numbers included in the respective data
      packets.

The disclosure also provides a device for recording data
of a terminal, the device includes: function modules and
a data management module, wherein

- the function modules are configured to:
  - receive a relation condition list and a corresponding
    random probability generator set by the data management
    module;
  - determine whether to start recording data, and whether
to end data recording operation in accordance with the relation
  condition list or the random probability generator, during
  operation process; and
  - send respective data packets obtained by recording to the
data management module after the data recording operation
  is ended; and

- the data management module is configured to:
  - set a relation condition list for triggering recording among
    function modules;
  - set a corresponding random probability generator for each
    function module;
  - send the setting results to each function module; and
  - store the data packets sent by each function module.

Wherein, the function modules may be further configured
to generate serial numbers corresponding to the data packets
formed from respective data during the data recording
process;

- wherein, the serial number may include a group serial
  number and an identifier corresponding to each function
  module.

Wherein, the data management module storing the data
packets sent from each function module may include the
data management module centrally archiving respective data
packets according to the group serial numbers included in
the respective data packets.

By adopting the method and device for recording data of
a terminal provided in the disclosure, a relation condition
list for triggering recording among function modules to be
monitored is set firstly and a corresponding random prob-
ability generator is set for each function module; and
whether to start recording data, and whether to end the data
recording operation are determined in accordance with the
relation condition list or the random probability generator.
The factor of random probability is introduced in the data
recording process so that the data finally recorded by each
function module are only a portion of the service operation data. Therefore, the recorded data have certain fuzziness, and the problem that the record results in the prior art are too detailed can be avoided.

In addition, according to the disclosure, after ending the data recording operation of each function module, each function module sends the respective data packets obtained by recording to the data management module for storage, that is, centrally archiving the respective received data packets to form a record group according to the group serial numbers generated during data recording of each function module; so that the data management module plays back all the data in the same record group to the monitoring side at the same time when the monitoring side makes a query. Therefore, it is convenient for the monitoring side to make a query, and the operation is simple.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a method for recording data of a terminal in the disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a data recording method of a call control module in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating a data recording method of a liquid crystal display module in an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of a device for recording data of a terminal.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

The basic principle of the disclosure is: setting a relation condition list for triggering recording among function modules to be monitored, and setting a corresponding random probability generator for each function module; during the operation of each function module, determine whether to start recording data, and whether to end the data recording operation in accordance with the relation condition list or the random probability generator, and after ending the data recording operation of each function module, sending, by each function module, the respective data packets obtained by recording to a data management module for storage.

In the disclosure, several function modules of the terminal can be set as function modules to be monitored according to the monitoring requirements; the data recorded by respective function modules to be monitored are stored uniformly to form a record group; one record group corresponds to one group serial number; a data packet formed from the data recorded by each function module in one record group respectively corresponds to one serial number, and the serial number includes a group serial number and an identifier corresponding to each function module. Thus, a plurality of different record groups can be generated finally according to different monitoring requirements. All data in one record group can be played back to the monitoring side at the same time in the query process so that the monitoring side gets to know the operations of the terminal user from various aspects.

The disclosure is further described below in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings and embodiments.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a method for recording data of a terminal in the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 1, the method includes the following steps:

**Step 101:** setting a relation condition list for triggering recording among the function modules to be monitored, and setting a corresponding, random probability generator for each function module;

specifically, setting several or all the function modules in the terminal as the monitored objects according to the monitoring requirements; setting the relation condition list for triggering data recording among the function modules to be monitored; and respectively setting a corresponding random probability generator for each function module.

In the present application, the relation condition list is used for realizing the data recording management, which represents the triggering relation among the function modules. As a general rule, the first one of all the function modules, which starts performing the recording operation, initiates recording in dependence on the random probability generator; and the other function modules initiate recording sequentially or simultaneously in dependence on the relation condition list. Wherein the first function module that performs the recording operation can be set randomly. For example: if the function modules to be monitored are A, B and C, then any of the function modules A, B and C can be set as the first function module that starts performing the recording operation in the relation condition list.

In addition, the relation condition list can be of the single-way triggering, for example, for the three function modules A, B and C, only when the module A is in the recording state, can the modules B and C be triggered for recording; and the relation condition list can be of the bidirectional mutual triggering, for example, for the two function modules A and B, if the module A is in the recording state and the module B is in the non-recording state, then the module B is triggered for recording; and the converse is true.

The random probability generator is used for realizing probability events so as to reflect the fuzziness of the data recording. The random probability generator can be the random function “rand” of standard C library and is also set according to the monitoring requirements. For example, if the monitoring side desires to realize the data monitoring with 50% probability, it may be set that: the recording operation is performed when rand( %62–0, and no recording operation is performed when rand( %62–1, which indicates that: if the input value of the random function “rand” is the integers 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., the recording operation is performed when the input value of the random function “rand” is an even number; and no recording operation is performed when the input value of the random function “rand” is an odd number. Certainly, in order to realize monitoring data with 50% probability, the random function “rand” can be realized in a plurality of different ways.

**Step 102:** determining, by each function module, whether to start recording data according to the relation condition list or the random probability generator; if yes, performing the step 103; otherwise, returning to the step 102;

specifically, during the operation process of each function module, determining whether to start recording data in accordance with the relation condition list or the random probability generator; determining, by the first function module of all the function modules to be monitored, whether to start recording data in accordance with the set random probability generator; determining, by the other function modules, whether to start recording data according to the set relation condition list; for example, if the first function module is in the data recording state, then triggering the other function modules to start recording data; and if the first function module is not in the data recording state, not triggering the other function modules to record data; in this process of determining, if it is determined to record, continuing to execute the step 103; otherwise, continuing executing the operation of determining in this step.
Step 103: storing respective operation data by each function module;

specifically, storing, by each function module, the data generated in the respective operation process so as to obtain respective corresponding data packets.

Furthermore, while storing data, each function module generates a serial number corresponding to the data packet formed from respective data. The serial number includes a group serial number and an identifier corresponding to each function module; the group serial number can be represented by a serial number, such as A, B, C and so on, or can be a mark, such as a time stamp. The identifiers corresponding to the respective function modules can be represented as 1, 2, 3 and so on, in this way, the serial number corresponding to the respective data packet of each function module can be finally represented as A-2, which represents the data packet corresponding to the second function module in the group A.

The group serial number can be generated by the first function module of the function modules to be monitored, for example, if the function module A is the first function module and is in the recording state currently, the function module B starts recording due to triggering of the function module A, the group serial number in the serial number finally generated by the function module B is the same as the group serial number generated by the function module A.

In addition, if one function module is triggered by a plurality of relation condition lists successively, the multiple serial numbers finally generated by the function module may respectively include different group serial numbers; that is to say, one relation condition list corresponds to one group serial number, and group numbers included in the serial numbers generated by the same function module which is triggered successively by different relation condition lists are different.

Step 104: determining, by each function module, whether to end the data recording in accordance with the random probability generator; if yes, performing the step 105; otherwise, returning to the step 103;

specifically, determining, by each function module, whether to end the data recording according to the operation result of the random probability generator, wherein the determining method is similar to that in the step 101; if yes, performing the step 105; otherwise, returning to the step 103 to continue to store the operation data.

Herein, besides the operation result of the random probability generator, the premise condition to end the recording operation by the function module also includes other notifications of ending the recording operation, which is sent by the data management module.

Step 105: ending recording by each function module and sending the respective data packets obtained by recording to the data management module for storage;

specifically, ending the current data recording operation by each function module and sending the respective data packets obtained by recording to the data management module for storage, wherein the data packet includes information of respective corresponding serial number and group serial number; in this way, in the storage process, the received data packets are centrally archived by the data management module according to the group serial number in each data packet, so as to form a record group to facilitating performing the playback operation.

After ending the recording, each function module sets the recording state thereof as the record-completed state and informs the data management module of the state so that the data management module can determine to start the operation of storing and archiving.

Furthermore, when the monitoring side makes a query on the recorded data, all the data in one record group can be played back to the monitoring side at the same time so that it is convenient for the monitoring side to know about the terminal user from various aspects.

The disclosure is further described in detail below with reference to a specific embodiment.

The embodiment realizes a simple fuzzy recording for voice call segments and realizes segmental recording with 50% probability for all the calls. The function modules needed to be monitored are as follows: a liquid crystal display module, a downlink speech frame data processing module, an uplink speech frame data processing module and a call control module, which respectively record corresponding display data, audio play data, the audio transmission data and data of the call connection event. The relation condition lists corresponding to the four function modules to be monitored is a one-to-one triggering relation, that is to say, as long as the call control module is in the recording state, the other three function modules are triggered to record the data, and corresponding random probability generators are configured for the respective function modules according to 50% probability.

The process for realizing the data recording method of the call control module in this embodiment is described firstly as follows: as shown in the FIG. 2, the process is realized by following steps.

Step 201: the recording state of the call control module is the recording idle state.

Here, the recording idle state is the initialization state of the recording.

Step 202: determining, by the call control module, whether to start recording data in accordance with the random probability generator; if yes, performing the step 203; otherwise, returning to the step 202.

Here, the random probability generator can be set as the random function “rand” of the standard C library; as the preset probability is 50%, it can be set that: when the rand( )%52 = 0, the call control module does not perform the recording operation and returns to the step 202; and when the rand( )%52 = 1, the call control module performs the recording operation and continues to perform the step 203.

The rand( )%2 is a way provided for realizing the 50% probability, whose result is 0 or 1; and the two results meet the original design requirement of average distribution, that is to say, they meet the requirement of 50% probability; when the requirement on probability changes, the corresponding probability implementation formula changes correspondingly.

Step 203: storing the call connection event data by the call control module.

Here, as the call control module has just started to establish the call event, the data of the call connection event may be the data of the event that the call establishment is completed; and the data are stored.

Furthermore, while storing the data, the call control module also generates serial numbers corresponding to the data packets formed from the data stored by itself; the serial numbers include group serial numbers and identifiers corresponding to the respective function modules. Here, the group serial number can be the local time, at which the call establishment is accomplished, such as T1, and the identifier corresponding to the module can be set as “call”, so the serial number finally generated by the call control module
can be represented as T1-call. In addition, the call control module also sends the generated group serial number T1 to the other three function modules.

In this step, while starting storing data, the call control module may set its recording state as the recording state and informs the other three function modules of this recording state.

Step 204: determining, by the call control module, whether to end the recording operation in accordance with the random probability generator; if yes, performing the step 205; otherwise, returning to the step 203.

Specifically, determining, by the call control module, whether to end the data recording in accordance with the random probability generator, for example, if the input value of the random function "rand" at this moment is an even number, ending the data recording and continuing to perform the step 205; if the input value is an odd number, not ending the data recording and returning to the step 203.

Alternatively, determining whether or not a notification of ending the recording operation, such as a notification message of ending the group, which is sent by the data management module, is received; if yes, performing the step 205; otherwise, returning to the step 203 to continue to store the operation data, such as data of the call ending event.

Step 205: recording the data by the call control module, and sending the data packet obtained by recording to the data management module for storage.

Here, the data packet uploaded by the call control module includes the serial number set in the step 203.

In this embodiment, since the relation condition list is of one-to-three triggering relation, and the set probabilities are the same, consequently, for the liquid crystal display module, the downlink speech frame data processing module and the uplink speech frame data processing module, the processes for realizing the data recording are the same. A data recording method is described below by taking the liquid crystal display module as an example; as shown in the FIG. 3, the method includes the following steps.

Step 301: the recording state of the liquid crystal display module is the recording idle state.

Here, the recording idle state is the initialization state of the recording.

Step 302: determining, by the liquid crystal display module, whether to start recording data in accordance with a relation condition list; if yes, performing the step 303; otherwise, returning to the step 302.

Here, whether or not the liquid crystal display module starts recording data may be determined in accordance with the relation condition list; if a notification indicating that the call control module is in the recording state is received at this moment, performing the step 303; and if no notification indicating that the call control module is in the recording state is received at this moment, returning to the step 302.

Step 303: storing the refreshed data by the liquid crystal display module.

Here, while storing the refreshed data, the liquid crystal display module further generates the serial number corresponding to the data packet formed from the data stored by itself; since the generated group serial number has been sent from the call control module to the liquid crystal display module, the liquid crystal display module also sets the group serial number as T1 and generates its identifier; consequently, the serial number finally generated by the liquid crystal display module can be represented as T1-1ed.

Step 304: determining, by the liquid crystal display module, whether to end the recording operation in accordance with the random probability generator; if yes, performing the step 305; otherwise, returning to the step 303.

Specifically, determining, by the liquid crystal display module, whether to end the data recording in accordance with the random probability generator, for example, if the liquid crystal display module is required to end recording after recording continuously for n seconds starting from triggering according to the design requirement, wherein n is a randomly distributed integer, such as 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, then the random probability generator is set as rand( )%n+1 to control whether the liquid crystal display module performs the data recording operation.

Alternatively, determining whether or not a notification of ending the recording operation, such as a notification message of ending the group, which is sent by the data management module, is received; if yes, performing the step 305; otherwise, returning to the step 303 to continue to store the refreshed data.

Step 305: ending recording by the liquid crystal display module, and sending the data packets obtained by recording to the data management module for storage.

Finally, the data management module receives the recorded data packets sent by the four modules and centrally archives the data packets according to the group serial number; and when the monitoring side needs to query the recorded data, the data management module plays back all the data in the same record group to the monitoring side. Therefore, the query operation of the monitoring side is simplified.

In order to realize the method, the disclosure also provides a device for recording data of a terminal; as shown in the FIG. 4, the device includes function modules and a data management module; and certainly, the device includes a plurality of function modules, wherein the function modules are configured to: receive a relation condition list and a corresponding random probability generator that are set by the data management module; determine whether to start recording data, and whether to end the data recording operation in accordance with the relation condition list or the random probability generator, during the operation process; and send respective data packets obtained by recording to a data management module for storage after the data recording operation is ended; and

the data management module is configured to: before the operation of each function module, set a relation condition list for triggering recording among the function modules, and set a corresponding random probability generator for each function module; send the setting results to each function module; and store the data packets sent by each function module.

The function modules are further configured to generate serial numbers corresponding to the data packets formed from the respective data during the data recording process, wherein the serial numbers includes a group serial number and an identifiers corresponding to each function module; and

storing the data packets sent from each function module to the data management module includes the data management module centrally archiving the respective data packets according to the group serial numbers included in the respective data packets.

The above is only the preferred embodiments of the disclosure and not intended to limit the protection scope of the disclosure. Any modifications, equivalent replacements, improvements and the like within the spirit and principle of the disclosure shall fall within the protection scope of the disclosure.
The invention claimed is:

1. A method for recording data of a terminal, the terminal containing hardware and including a plurality of function modules, the method comprising:
   setting several or all function modules of the plurality of function modules as the monitored function modules according to a monitoring requirement;
   setting a relation condition list for triggering recording among the monitored function modules;
   setting a corresponding random probability generator for each function module of the monitored function modules;
   determining whether to start recording data, and whether to end data recording operation in accordance with the relation condition list or the random probability generator, during operation process of each function module of the monitored function modules; and
   sending, by each function module of the monitored function modules, by means of hardware contained in the terminal, respective data packets obtained by recording to a data management module for storage after the data recording operation of each function module of the monitored function modules is ended;

wherein the relation condition list represents the triggering relation among the monitored function modules of the terminal, comprising: as long as one function module of the monitored function modules is in a recording state, the other function modules of the monitored function modules are triggered to start recording data, the first one of the monitored function modules, which starts performing the recording operation, initiates recording in dependence on the random probability generator, and the other function modules of the monitored function modules initiate recording sequentially or simultaneously in dependence on the relation condition list;

wherein the monitored function modules comprise: a liquid crystal display module, a downlink speech frame data processing module, an uplink speech frame data processing module and a call control module.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the relation condition list for triggering recording is of single-way triggering or bidirectional mutual triggering.

3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   generating, by each function module of the monitored function modules, serial numbers corresponding to data packets formed from respective data, during the data recording process;
   wherein, the serial number includes a group serial number and an identifier corresponding to each function module of the monitored function modules.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the data packet sent from each function module of the monitored function modules to the data management module includes a respective generated serial number.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the data management module storing the data packets sent by each function module of the monitored function modules comprises:
   archiving centrally respective data packets according to the group serial numbers included in the respective data packets.

6. The method according to claim 2, further comprising:
   generating, by each function module of the monitored function modules, serial numbers corresponding to data packets formed from respective data, during data recording process;

wherein, the serial number includes a group serial number and an identifier corresponding to each function module of the monitored function modules.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the data packet sent from each function module of the monitored function modules to the data management module includes a respective generated serial number.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the data management module storing the data packets sent by each function module of the monitored function modules comprises:
   archiving centrally respective data packets according to the group serial numbers included in the respective data packets.

9. A device for recording data of a terminal, the terminal containing hardware, the device comprising:
   a processor;
   a memory;
   a plurality of function modules;
   and a data management module, wherein:
   the function modules are configured to:
   receive a relation condition list and a corresponding random probability generator set by the data management module;
   determine whether to start recording data, and whether to end data recording operation in accordance with the relation condition list or the random probability generator, during operation process; and
   send respective data packets obtained by recording to the data management module by means of hardware contained in the terminal after the data recording operation is ended; and
   the data management module is configured to:
   set several or all function modules of the plurality of function modules as the monitored function modules according to a monitoring requirement;
   set the relation condition list for triggering recording among the monitored function modules;
   set the corresponding random probability generator for each function module of the monitored function modules;
   send the setting results to each function module of the monitored function modules; and
   store the data packets sent by each function module of the monitored function modules.

wherein the relation condition list represents the triggering relation among the function modules of the terminal, comprising: as long as one function module of the monitored function modules is in a recording state, the other function modules of the monitored function modules are triggered to start recording data, the first one of the monitored function modules, which starts performing the recording operation, initiates recording in dependence on the random probability generator, and the other function modules of the monitored function modules initiate recording sequentially or simultaneously in dependence on the relation condition list;

wherein the data management module is the result of execution on the processor of software stored in the memory;

wherein the monitored function modules comprise: a liquid crystal display module, a downlink speech frame data processing module, an uplink speech frame data processing module and a call control module.

10. The device according to claim 9, wherein the function modules are further configured to generate serial numbers.
corresponding to the data packets formed from respective
data during the data recording process;

wherein, the serial number includes a group serial number
and an identifier corresponding to each function mod-
ule of the monitored function modules.

11. The device according to claim 10, wherein the data
management module storing the data packets sent from each
function module of the monitored function modules com-
prises the data management module centrally archiving
respective data packets according to the group serial num-
bbers included in the respective data packets.

* * * * *